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Abstract: The thiolate-for-thiolate ligand exchange reaction between the stable Au38(2-PET)24 and Au40(2-
PET)24 (2-PET: 2-phenylethanethiol) clusters and enantiopure BINAS (BINAS: 1,1′-binaphthyl-2,2′-dithiol)
was investigated by circular dichroism (CD) spectroscopy in the UV/vis and MALDI mass spectrometry
(MS). The ligand exchange reaction is incomplete, although a strong optical activity is induced to the resulting
clusters. The clusters are found to be relatively stable, in contrast to similar reactions on [Au25(2-PET)18]-

clusters. Maximum anisotropy factors of 6.6 × 10-4 are found after 150 h of reaction time. During the
reaction, a varying ratio between Au38 and Au40 clusters is found, which significantly differs from the starting
material. As compared to Au38, Au40 is more favorable to incorporate BINAS into its ligand shell. After
150 h of reaction time, an average of 1.5 and 4.5 BINAS ligands is found for Au38 and Au40 clusters,
respectively. This corresponds to exchange of 3 and 9 monodentate 2-PET ligands. To show that the
limited exchange with BINAS is due to the bidentate nature of the ligand, exchange with thiophenol was
performed. The monodentate thiophenol exchange was found to be faster, and more ligands were exchanged
when compared to BINAS.

Introduction

Noble metal nanoparticles and nanoclusters are a vibrant field
in modern research.1,2 Ultrasmall thiolate-protected gold clusters
(<2 nm) have been widely studied since 1994, when Brust and
Schiffrin presented a phase transfer agent-mediated two-phase
synthesis.3-5 The clusters produced in this approach and related
syntheses are polydisperse. Monodisperse clusters are obtained
from size separation processes such as solvent fractionation,
gel electrophoresis, or size exclusion chromatography.5-8

Recently, synthetic approaches to highly monodisperse Aun-

(SR)m clusters such as n ) 25, 38 (m ) 18, 24) were
reported.9-13 Monodisperse clusters show quantum confinement

effects, for example, defined UV/vis profiles with characteristic
signatures. Besides fundamental interests, possible applications
lie in the fields of catalysis, biosensors, and material sciences.1,14,15

The recently solved crystal structures of Au102(p-MBA)44 (p-
MBA: para-mercapto benzoic acid) and [Au25(2-PET)18]- have
aroused significant interest.10,16,17 Structural aspects and com-
parison to phosphine stabilized clusters led to the formulation
of a superatom complex model that explains formulas and charge
of gold clusters.18 In this model, spherical clusters with shell-
closing electron counts n* ) 2, 8, 18, 34, 58, ... are associated
with extraordinary stability. [Au25(2-PET)18]- and Au102(p-
MBA)44 herein correspond to n* ) 8 and 58, respectively. Other
identified stable species such as Au68(SR)34 (n* ) 34) confirm
this model.19
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Mass spectrometry has been established as a powerful tool
in the characterization of gold nanoclusters. ESI and MALDI-
TOF mass spectrometry (MS) have been used to identify even
the nature of the protecting layers.20-22 MALDI-TOF MS is
suitable for direct assignment of nanocluster formula by
obtaining intact, nonfragmented cluster ions and also facilitates
the analysis of mixtures of nanoparticles.19,23

The chiroptical effects have extensively been studied recently,
after Schaaff and Whetten observed optical activity for glu-
tathione thiolate (GS) stabilized Au25 clusters (albeit originally
assigned as Au38 or Au28).

24-27 Electronic and vibrational circular
dichroism spectroscopy were used to investigate these properties
and to perform conformational analyses of the protecting chiral
ligands in the clusters, backed by computational studies.26 Similar
studies were conducted for silver and palladium nanoclusters and
phosphine-stabilized gold nanoclusters.28-30 The induced optical
activity increases with the number of anchoring points to the
ligand. The largest maximum anisotropy factors ∆A/A (4 ×
10-3) were found for Au11(BINAS)m clusters.8

Ligand exchange reactions on chiral gold nanoclusters have
been studied recently.31,32 In the case of N-isobutyryl-cysteine
protected Aun clusters (n ) 15, 18), the core size is found to be
conserved upon exchange with different thiol ligands. In similar
studies on [Au25(2-PET)18]- clusters, the size is not conserved
upon exchange with BINAS, although optically active species
are formed. Yao described an increase of optical activity in
racemic penicillamine protected silver clusters upon treatment
with enantiopure penicillamine.33 Detailed kinetic studies of
thiolate-for-thiolate exchange reactions have been performed by
Pradeep and Murray.34,35

The etching method to prepare nanoclusters from other
nanoclusters of higher mass has been introduced by Schaaff
and Whetten in 1999.36 They also observed the formation of a
white-yellow insoluble material, assigned as Au(I)-S-polymers.
Recent efforts by several groups resulted in the identification
of Au38(SR)24 and Au144(SR)60.

6,37,38 Au38(SR)24 clusters have
been synthesized by Quinn and co-workers by treatment of

polydisperse clusters in excess thiol and in high yield by Jin
and co-workers by thermal etching of glutathione thiolate (GS)
protected Aun clusters (n ) 40-102).12,13,39 Very recently,
Au40(SR)24 was characterized as an intermediate and byproduct
in this process.40 The thermal etching process employed in the
Au38 synthesis is a two-phase reaction that undergoes replace-
ment of all the ligands. Similar reactions, such as the synthesis
of [Au25(SG)18]- from Aun(PPh3)m clusters (PPh3: triphenylphos-
phine), have been reported before.41

Herein, we report on the ligand exchange reaction of achiral
Au38(2-PET)24 with a chiral dithiol, BINAS (Figure 1). For
comparison, exchange with monodentate thiophenol was per-
formed. The reaction was monitored by both circular dichroism
spectroscopy (CD) and MALDI MS up to 150 h. CD spectros-
copy provides information about the chiroptical properties of
the samples, but does not provide information about the number
of exchanged ligands. Mass spectrometry, on the other hand,
cannot discriminate between chiral species, but gives insight
into the molecular composition of intact clusters and offers a
quantitative analysis of the reaction products.22,23 To the best
of our knowledge, the dependence of optical activity on the
number of chiral ligands by combining MS and CD spectroscopy
has not yet been reported for chiral gold nanoclusters.

Experimental Section

Materials. L-Glutathione reduced (Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), so-
dium borohydride (Aldrich, 98.5%), acetone (Fisher, 99.7%),
toluene (Fisher, 99.9%), ethanol (Sigma-Aldrich, >99.8%), methanol
(Fisher, 99.9%), 2-phenylethanethiol (Aldrich, 99+%), thiophenol
(Sigma-Aldrich, >99%), dichloromethane (Merck, 99.7+%), and
3-(4-tert-butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile (Flu-
ka, >99.0%) were used as received. Nanopure water (g18 MΩ)
was used. HAuCl4 was prepared by literature methods.42 Enan-
tiopure BINAS was synthesized after De Lucchi’s protocol.43

Synthesis of Au38(2-PET)24/Au40(2-PET)24. HAuCl4 (1 g, 2.54
mmol) and glutathione (3.1 g, 10.18 mmol) were dissolved in 200
mL of methanol and 100 mL of distilled water, respectively, at
room temperature, and the solutions were mixed and vigorously
stirred for 15 min at 0 °C. A light brown/white cloudy suspension
was formed. A solution of NaBH4 (1.1 g, 30 mmol, in 60 mL of
H2O) was added, resulting in a dark brown/black suspension and
stirred for 1 h. The black nanoclusters were collected by centrifuga-
tion and further washed with methanol.

Aun(SG)m nanoclusters (from step 1) were dissolved in 10 mL
of distilled water in a 50 mL round-bottomed flask. Subsequently,
10 mL of acetone and 15 mL of 2-phenylethanethiol were added,
and the solution was stirred at 80 °C for 3 h. Next, the phases
were separated. Thirty milliliters of methanol and 1 mL of water
were added to the organic phase. The black precipitate was washed
with methanol (three times) to remove excess thiol. Au38/Au40
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Figure 1. Structures of 2-phenylethanethiol (2-PET) (left), S-1,1′-binaph-
thyl-2,2′dithiol (S-BINAS) (middle), and its cyclic disulfide (right).
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nanoclusters were extracted with toluene. Methanol washing and
toluene extraction was repeated to improve the purity of the product.

Ligand Exchange between Au38/40(2-PET)24 and BINAS. For
ligand exchange reactions, the clusters were dissolved in methylene
chloride and treated with a huge molar excess of enantiopure
BINAS (BINAS:Au38 ) 120:1, BINAS:2-PET ) 5:1).

In a typical reaction, 3.6 mg of Au38(2-PET)24/Au40(2-PET)24 (88:
12) was dissolved in 7.5 mL of methylene chloride and purged
with argon. 12.8 mg of enantiopure BINAS was added, and the
mixture was stirred at room temperature under argon. Aliquots
(0.5-1 mL) were taken, and the solvent was removed in vacuo.
The residual precipitates were washed with 12-15 mL of ethanol,
redissolved in methylene chloride, concentrated, and again washed
with ethanol. Overall, three washing cycles were applied for each
sample.

Ligand Exchange between Au38/40(2-PET)24 and Thiophe-
nol. For ligand exchange reactions, the clusters were dissolved in
methylene chloride and treated with a huge molar excess of
thiophenol (thiophenol:Au38 ) 120:1, thiophenol:2-PET ) 5:1).

In a typical reaction, 6.2 mg of Au38(2-PET)24/Au40(2-PET)24 (86:
14) was dissolved in 12.4 mL of methylene chloride and purged
with argon. Seven microliters of thiophenol was added, and the
mixture was stirred at room temperature under argon. Aliquots
(0.5-1 mL) were taken, and the solvent was removed in vacuo.
The residual precipitates were washed with 12-15 mL of ethanol,
redissolved in methylene chloride, concentrated, and again washed
with ethanol. Overall, three washing cycles were applied for each
sample.

UV/Vis and CD Spectra. For in situ studies, a sample of the
reaction mixture was taken and diluted (ca. 1:3) to obtain a good
CD signal. The sample was purged with argon and sealed in a quartz
glass cuvette (path length 10 mm) equipped with a magnetic stirrer
bar.

UV/vis spectra were measured on an AvaSpec 2048 UV/vis
spectrophotometer. CD spectra were recorded on a JASCO J-715
CD spectrometer. CD spectra were obtained by averaging 12 scans
with a scanning speed of 100 nm/min and a data pitch of 0.2 nm.
For in situ measurements, 6 scans with a scanning speed of 200
nm/min were averaged to keep the acquisition time as short as
possible. The signal of the bare solvent was subtracted from the
CD signal of the sample. Anisotropy factors g were obtained from
division of the CD and UV spectra recorded at the same concentra-
tion (g ) Θ/(32 980*A)). All spectra were recorded in methylene
chloride.

MALDI-TOF Analysis. Mass spectra were obtained using a
Bruker Autoflex mass spectrometer equipped with a nitrogen laser
at near threshold laser fluence in positive linear mode. 3-(4-tert-
Butylphenyl)-2-methyl-2-propenylidene]malononitrile (DCTB) was
used as the matrix with 1:1000 analyte:matrix ratio. Two microliters
of the analyte/matrix mixture was applied to the target and air-
dried.

Results and Discussion

Starting Material. Au38(2-PET)24 was prepared by thermal
etching of glutathionate stabilized Aun clusters by modification
of earlier work.12 The MALDI mass spectrum (Figure 2A) of
the clusters exhibits a composition of 88% Au38(2-PET)24 and
12% Au40(2-PET)24. The later was unexpected and recently
identified as a reaction byproduct in the etching process.40 The
Au38 peak is found at m/z ) 10 778 (calculated: 10 778.08),
and the Au40 signal appears at m/z ) 11 174 (calculated:
11 172.02). Both signals therefore correspond to the unfrag-
mented molecular ions. Spectra of ligand exchanged material
were calibrated with the Au38 peak at m/z ) 10 778.

Ligand Exchange Reactions. For ligand exchange, the starting
material was dissolved in methylene chloride, and a 120-fold
molar excess R- or S-BINAS (or thiophenol, respectively) was
added. For the calculations, pure Au38 was assumed. In five out
of six runs, S-BINAS was used. The reaction mixture was stirred
under argon atmosphere at room temperature. Samples were
purified by washing with ethanol. Small amounts of a colorless
material were observed, which dissolves neither in ethanol nor
in methylene chloride. For in situ measurements, a sample of
the reaction mixture was diluted by factor 3 to obtain an
acceptable optical absorption and sealed in a UV/vis quartz glass
cuvette equipped with a magnetic stirrer bar under argon
atmosphere.

UV/Vis Spectroscopy. The UV/vis spectra of Au38 clusters
before and after ligand exchange both exhibit its characteristic
signature with signals at 625 and 755 nm (less defined), as well
as some characteristic shoulders at lower wavelengths, one of
them at 370 nm (vide infra).12 After 150 h of reaction time, the
UV/vis profile becomes featureless, indicating partial decom-
position of Au38 clusters (but the MS shows Au38 and Au40

signals at 150 h, vide infra) (Figure 2B).

Figure 2. (A) MALDI mass spectrum of the starting material, containing Au38, Au38(2-PET)24, and minor quantities of Au40, Au40(2-PET)24, using DCTB
matrix. The signals assigned with # are fragments (see the Supporting Information); (B) UV/vis spectra of Au38(2-PET)24 before and after exchange with
BINAS at different reaction times. The spectra were normalized to an absorbance of 1 at 300 nm, except for 150 h.
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CD Spectroscopy. After ligand exchange, significant optical
activity is observed in the cluster samples (Figure 3). The optical
activity increases with time, and a maximum at 370 nm as well
as less intense signals at 555 and 625 nm and a shoulder at 410
nm are observed. The transition at 755 nm shows a rather strong
anisotropy factor, although it is quite noisy (Figure 4A). The
red shift as compared to free BINAS and its cyclic disulfide,
which might occur in traces, is clear evidence for the transfer
of optical activity on the electrons in the cluster, allowing the
assumption of a successful ligand exchange, at least partial.
Reaction with the two enantiomers of BINAS leads to perfect
mirror images, indicating the formation of enantiomeric species.

As compared to a 3 h species (in situ), the optical activity
increases after 44 h. This is even more evident in the anisotropy
factors g ) ∆A/A ) ∆ε/ε, which are concentration independent.
The maximum anisotropy factors after 44 h are ca. 5 × 10-4,
which is a typical value for gold nanoclusters.

In situ measurements were performed over the course of 150 h
to obtain more information on the evolution of optical activity
during the exchange reaction. Independent reactions were run
to obtain purified samples for mass spectrometric analysis.
Because a new signal at 371 nm evolves in the CD spectra, the
anisotropy factors at 371 nm were studied as a function of time
(Figure 4B). The values gained in situ strongly increase within
the first hours of reaction time but begin to saturate after around
20 h. A notable optical activity is found within 15 min (1.1 ×
10-4), and one-half of the anisotropy factor after 150 h (ca. 6.6
× 10-4) is found after 6 h. The values for purified samples
follow this curve with slightly smaller absolute values at longer
times. The biggest difference was found to be 1 × 10-4 after
30 h. Note that these values were gained from four different
reaction batches.

Differences in concentration and temperature (fluctuations in
room temperature) do not seem to affect the general profile of

Figure 3. (A) CD spectra of R- and S-BINAS and its cyclic disulfides as compared to ligand exchange products after 44 h; (B) CD spectra of ligand
exchange products after 3 and 44 h (the 3 h sample is in situ).

Figure 4. (A) Anisotropy factors of ligand exchange products after 3 and 44 h (the 3 h sample is in situ); (B) anisotropy factors at 371 nm found for purified
and in situ samples at different reaction times (exchange with S-BINAS). The black dots represent purified samples, as the red dots correspond to in situ
measurements. Fit curve: exponential fit (R2 ) 0.89717).
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the curve. The presence of free BINAS (and possibly disulfides)
does not strongly interfere with the anisotropy factors at the
observed wavelength. If BINAS showed a notable optical
activity at 371 nm, it would overrule values for the clusters,
because it was used in a 5-fold molar excess.

Mass Spectrometry of Ligand Exchange Samples and
Bidendate Binding. Mass spectrometry reveals two sets of peaks
in the starting material, one corresponding to Au38 species, the
other one to Au40 species (Figure 2A). Au38/Au40 nanocluster
ligand exchange was monitored with time as shown in Figure
5. The spectra show only partially exchanged species, but there
are characteristic differences between Au38 and Au40 clusters.
In the Au38 signal set, the original Au38X24Y0 (X, 2-PET; Y,
BINAS) is a dominant species, although its relative intensity
decreases with time. After 150 h, Au38X24Y0 still constitutes
55% of the Au38 signal set. In contrast, the Au40X24Y0 signal
disappears completely even after short reaction times (12 h).

While a maximum of six 2-PET ligands are exchanged on Au38,
up to 12 thiol sites (Au40X12Y6) are exchanged in the case of
Au40 (the signal of maximum intensity is at four BINAS
ligands).

BINAS is a dithiol capable of potentially anchoring to two
Au atoms, that is, a bidentate ligand. All the ligand exchange
samples show that each bidentate BINAS ligand replaces two
monodentate PhCH2CH2S ligands. This is the first observation
of such bidentate ligand coverage in thiolated Au nanoclusters.
The average number of BINAS found for the Au38 and Au40

signal sets and their mixture (scaled with the found ratios
between Au38 and Au40) is shown in Figure 6. Comparison of
the curves unambiguously shows that Au40 undergoes the ligand
exchange much faster and to a higher extent than Au38. In Au40,
the fitted curve (exponential, R2 ) 0.803) begins to flatten after
15 h of reaction time, in contrast to Au38 (R2 ) 0.959), which

Figure 5. (A) MALDI mass spectra of Au38 signal set with time (0, 12, 24, 50 h) during ligand exchange with BINAS; (B) MALDI mass spectra of Au40

signal set with time (0, 12, 24, 50 h) during ligand exchange with BINAS. The assignment of the signals is as follows: (x, y) corresponds to number of 2-PET
and BINAS ligands. # denotes fragments.

Figure 6. (A) Number of BINAS ligands found for Au38 and Au40 clusters after reaction at different times; (B) relative abundances of Au38 and Au40

clusters with time. Color code: black, Au38; red, Au40; blue, Au38/40 (scaled with relative abundance).
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saturates only after about 50 h. The overall reaction equilibrates
after about 25 h (R2 ) 0.903).

In addition to the faster exchange reaction of Au40 when
compared to Au38, the Au38:Au40 ratio of 88:12 found in the
starting material decreases with time and saturates to a ratio of
70:30 after about 20 h. This behavior is in general consistent
with the other profiles shown in Figures 4 and 6. The change
in the ratio is possibly explained by decomposition of Au38

clusters to form insoluble Au-thiolate polymers.36 Traces of
colorless, insoluble materials were observed during the sample
processing. The ligand exchange does not lead to size change
in the nanocluster core itself as observed in the case of Au25.

32

This suggests two conclusions: (a) Au40 is more likely to
incorporate BINAS into its ligand shell, and (b) Au38 slowly
decomposes upon treatment with BINAS. The later is also
observed for Au25(2-PET)18 clusters.32 The decomposition of
the clusters possibly has structural reasons. The crystal structure
of Au25(2-PET)18 exhibits six extended Au2(SR)3 staples.10 The
incorporation of BINAS might lead to steric stress in the ligand
or in the staple, because the binaphthyl system is conforma-
tionally hindered. Upon exchange, the clusters might decompose
to other species that allow the binding of such a ligand. Similar
processes might occur in the case of Au38.

The “divide and protect” concept and empirical rules allow
the prediction of cluster structures to a certain extent.44 In the
case of Au38, simulations by Zeng and co-workers predict a
fused bi-icosahedral Au23 core and nine exterior staples, three
short Au(SR)2 and six extended Au2(SR)3 entities.45,46

The simulated minimum geometry of BINAS predicts a
sulfur-sulfur distance of ca. 4.1 Å, which is close to the values
found for short staples in Au38 (ca. 4.7 Å).47,43 Assuming some
flexibility in the staple geometry and the torsion angle of the
binaphthyl system, BINAS may provide a suitable structure for
the incorporation into short staples. Long staples contain three
thiolate ligands. To replace all three positions by BINAS, one
has to assume bridging between two staples, because the mass
spectra clearly show that one BINAS replaces two (SR) ligands.
The observed lack of higher exchange products even at longer
times in a large excess of BINAS may suggest that BINAS can
easily exchange on short staples but not on the long ones. A
systematic variation of ligand concentration and steric properties
is warranted and is underway. Shortly after first submission of
this Article, the full structure of Au38(2-PET)24 was presented.48

In accordance with our ligand exchange results, the structure
in fact bears only three short staples. This strengthens our
assumption that BINAS reacts specifically with short staples.

On the basis of this, similar thoughts on the 16e Au40 cluster
suggest core sizes of 24-28 gold atoms and suitable numbers
of staples.40 Because six BINAS ligands are found in the mass
spectrum of Au40, we assume a nonspherical structure with 26
core atoms, four extended, and six short staples (Table 1).

Ligand Exchange with Thiophenol. The discussed features
of the ligand exchange reaction between Au38/Au40 and BINAS
are based on the bidentate nature of the incoming ligand. To

confirm that the slow and incomplete exchange is due to the
steric hindrance between long staples and BINAS, we performed
exchange reactions with thiophenol (a monodentate thiol) instead
of BINAS (sterically hindered bidentate thiol). Thiophenol is
monodentate and should therefore not discriminate between the
different binding sites of the clusters.

Ligand exchanges were performed similar to the BINAS case.
Briefly, Au38/40(2-PET)24 was dissolved in methylene chloride,
and a 120-fold molar excess of thiophenol was added (assuming
pure Au38). The mixture was stirred under inert gas atmosphere
at room temperature, and samples at different reaction times
were taken. The purification of the clusters was achieved as
described in the Experimental Section. Because thiophenol is
achiral, no optical activity is expected, and no CD measurements
were performed.

Mass spectrometric characterization of the clusters after
exchange reveals differences to the exchange with BINAS (see
the Supporting Information). After 6 h, the signal for Au38(2-
PET)24 is no longer the most intense signal in the mass spectra.
This is in sharp contrast to exchange with BINAS, where the
signal of the starting material remains the most intense signal,
even after 150 h. Signals for Au38(2-PET)24-x(SPh)x with x )
1-9 are detectable; this number exceeds the number of ligands
bound in short staples in Au38(SR)24. As expected, thiophenol
exchange also showed an odd number of ligands being
incorporated, while BINAS showed only an even number of
ligands being exchanged due to the bidentate nature. Similar
observations are made for the Au40 signal set, where exchange
products up to x ) 13 are detectable. A detailed analysis of the
spectra is hard to achieve because the signals for exchanged
species overlay with fragment signals and signals for exchanges
in the Au40 set. A detailed study of ligand exchanges between
Au38 and monodentate ligands will be presented elsewhere.
However, the preliminary results support our assumption that
BINAS as a bidentate and conformationally hindered ligand
reacts selectively with short staple binding sites in Au38 and
Au40 clusters.

Relationship between Optical Activity and Ligand Exchange
Rate. The observed optical activity after ligand exchange is
strong, and only very few chiral ligands are needed to induce
significant optical activity.

The average number of BINAS ligands in the Au38/40 set found
after equilibration is ca. 1.5. Extrapolation of the corresponding
anisotropy factor of ca. 6.5 × 10-4 at equilibrium to a full
BINAS coverage (12 ligands) leads to anisotropy factors of ca.
5 × 10-3. This is higher than the maximum anisotropy factors
found for size-separated BINAS-protected clusters (ca. 2 ×
10-3).8 It was shown that the optical activity of BINAS-
stabilized clusters decreases with increasing cluster size, and
the clusters discussed by Gautier et al.8 are expected to be
significantly smaller than Au38, because in the applied size
exclusion chromatography clusters of masses of Au38 cannot
be isolated.

In gold nanoclusters, the staple motifs contain an intrinsic
stereochemistry that is overall racemic for achiral thiolates.
Bridging of an Au adatom between two sulfur atoms transforms
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110, 9927–9931. (b) Chaki, N. K.; Negishi, Y.; Tsunoyama, H.;
Shishibu, Y.; Tsukuda, T. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 8608–8610.

(45) Pei, Y.; Gao, Y.; Zeng, X. C. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2008, 130, 7830–
7832.

(46) Lopez-Acevedo, O.; Tsunoyama, H.; Tsukuda, T.; Häkkinen, H.;
Aikens, C. M. J. Am. Chem. Soc. 2010, 132, 8210–8218.

(47) Gautier, C.; Bürgi, T. J. Phys. Chem. C 2010, 114, 15897–15902.
(48) Qian, H.; Eckenhoff, W. T.; Zhu, Y.; Pintauer, T.; Jin, R. J. Am. Chem.

Soc. 2010, 132, 8280–8281.

Table 1. Core Atom Numbers and Staple Distributions for
Au38(SR)24 (Confirmed46) and Au40(SR)24 (Proposed) Based on
Ligand Exchange Results

core (SR)Au(SR) staples (SR)Au(SR)Au(SR) staples

Au38(SR)24 Au23 3 6
Au40(SR)24 Au26 6 4
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the sulfur atoms into stereocenters, because they are ligated by
a surface gold atom, the adatom, the ligands’ organic backbone,
and a lone pair.49 The cis and trans configurations in short staples
are diastereomeric and should differ in their physical properties
(for long staples, the situation is more complex but in principle
the same ideas apply). Introduction of BINAS into these staples
might induce preferred configurations to other staples in its
surrounding. This might enhance the asymmetry of the overall
cluster. Besides, the crystal structure of Au38 shows an interest-
ing feature: the arrangement of the short staples on the cluster
surface is asymmetric, making the whole molecule intrinsically
chiral.46 Both enantiomers are found in the unit cell of the
crystal. Similar argument holds true for Au102 clusters.16

Therefore, an enrichment of one of the enantiomers of Au38

itself under the induction of an enantiopure ligand (BINAS) is
plausible. This requires certain flexibility for rearrangement of
the whole cluster.

Altogether, different levels of chirality have to be considered:
(a) the trivial case of protection of the cluster with an
enantiopure ligand; (b) distribution of cis and trans geometries
of staples (and more complicated for longer staples); and (c)
the intrinsic chirality of the cluster achieved by the arrangement
of the ligands on the cluster surface. These recent experimental
crystal structures of gold nanoclusters shed new light on the
optical activity of such systems. Cooperation of these effects
might explain the relatively strong optical activity.

Conclusion

The ligand exchange on Au38(2-PET)24 and on Au40(2-PET)24

with bidentate BINAS is incomplete. The kinetics of the
exchange reaction slows drastically after few hours even in a
huge excess (2-PET:BINAS 1:5) of BINAS. We suggest
structural reasons such as the number of short staple motifs being
limiting factors in the exchange reaction, in contrast to exchange
reactions with monodentate ligands, which are nearly com-
plete.35 This assumption is supported by the decomposition of
Au25 clusters in a similar reaction as the crystal structure of
Au25 reveals only extended staples that are not likely to
incorporate BINAS. In Au40, the exchange was found to be more
favored and faster than in Au38. This suggests a greater number
of short staples in Au40 clusters, and we assume an Au26 core
for Au40(SR)24 and an Au23 core for Au38(SR)24 clusters, as
confirmed by its crystal structure. On the basis of MS data, the
overall exchange of suitable ligands in short staples by BINAS
is about 20% for Au38 (three short staples) and about 60% in
Au40 (six short staples) clusters.

Mass spectrometry shows that BINAS replaces two (2-PET)
ligands on the clusters, which indicates that singly bound BINAS
is very unlikely. Over the course of the reaction time, the ratio
between Au38 and Au40 varied, which is possibly due to
decomposition to form Au(I)-thiolate polymers, as a colorless
material was observed during the workup of some samples. It

is suggested that the bidentate nature of BINAS is responsible
for the incomplete reaction as the binding sites in gold
nanoclusters are chemically different and steric reasons might
play a key role. In future work, BINAS or other suitable
bidentate ligands might be used as sensors for the number of
short staples in gold nanoclusters.

The limited exchange rates (up to 6 and 12 binding sites,
respectively) are due to the bidentate BINAS ligand. This is
demonstrated by performing similar experiments with mono-
dentate thiophenol. In this case, the exchange is much faster,
and more binding sites are exchanged. This indicates sensitivity
of BINAS toward the number of short staples in the clusters.

The reaction was monitored with CD spectroscopy, and a
strong optical activity was found to be imparted on the clusters.
A red-shift in the onset of optical activity as compared to the
CD spectrum of free BINAS gives evidence for successful ligand
exchange, as was confirmed by MS. Significant optical activity
is found after only 15 min of reaction time. The increase in
optical activity begins to saturate after 20 h and shows a
maximum anisotropy factor at 150 h of 6.6 × 10-4. The
observed significant optical activity at very short reaction times
is surprising in view of the small amount of ligand exchanged.
We assume induction of preferred cis/trans configurations in
the staples by introduction of BINAS and enhancement of the
asymmetry of the whole cluster as well as enrichment of one
of the enantiomers of Au38 itself.

The combination of CD spectroscopy and mass spectrometry
to observe ligand exchange reactions is shown to be a powerful
combination to gain insights into the time scales of such
reactions. In situ circular dichroism spectroscopy is a quick and
invasion-free tool to get information about the time scale of
equilibration. These results are confirmed by purified samples,
indicating minor/almost no contribution of free ligands to the
optical activity. Mass spectrometry provides information about
both cluster sizes and ligand shell composition. Preliminary
results to explain the relationship between nanocluster properties
and ligand distribution in mixed-shell thiolate protected gold
nanoclusters are presented.
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